Project Details

Project name: Construction of a new production plant Jaguar Land Rover Nitra, Slovakia
Client: ALDESA CONSTRUCCIONES POLSKA sp. z o.o., organizačná zložka, Pribinova 25, 811 09 Bratislava, Slovakia
Scope of works: Construction of liquid storage and piping system in a new production plant. Including testing, commissioning and operator training
Project Timelines: 2017 - 2018
Project details: Construction of a warehouse for operating fluids and piping into the assembly hall of the new Jaguar Land Rover production plant. The implemented project includes the construction of a liquid storage facility with 9 tanks of filled substances and 1 tank for slop. The stored and pumped substances are: petrol, diesel arctic, diesel summer, brake fluid, screen wash, refrigerant R134A, AD BLUE, antifreeze, refrigerant R1234YF. Technology for unloading liquids from tank trucks which is equipped special pumps and flow measurement. Dispensing system for assembly hall with pumping technology (redundant). Insulation of storage tanks and piping system with electrical heating. Fire fighting system. Control system - connection to central plant system.